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Abstract — The focus of this investigation is the development of an advanced transient model to describe the operation of a coal fired power plant which supplies electric power for a pyrometallurgy unit. Particular attention was paid to the effects of so called „downswings“ (cut-off the electric arc). The performance of the unit during such failures (accumulation of energy in steam boiler during fast transient of turbine power output) was investigated using a dynamic model. The modelling of the power plant was performed on the object-oriented, multi-domain modelling language Modelica and free ClaRa library.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, computer simulations have become a central foundation of modern engineering. A large number of simulation tools have been developed to solve a wide range of engineering problems. This paper focuses on the analysis of a thermo-hydraulic behaviour of a coal fired 100 MW power plant, powering a pyrometallurgy unit. The pyrometallurgy unit suffers from often "downswings", an end-point power outages, resulting in accumulation of energy in the steam boiler during fast transient of turbine power output. Coping with these events requires some modifications, especially in instrumentation and control (IC) systems, which have to be tested on detailed models.

This paper describes the first part of the study, where we verified the ability of a plant unit to work in such conditions and accumulate adequate amount of energy in the steam boiler during fast transient of the turbine power output. We analysed the increase of pressure and permissibility of this pressure peaks for the boiler and turbine technology. In a following phase, there would be introduced the necessary changes to the IC system enabling the solution of fast transient of turbine power output.

II. DESIGN AND THERMAL ANALYSIS OF STATIC STATES OF THE UNIT FOR SELECTED TYPES OF A DOWNSWING WITH A QUASI-STATIC MODEL

Main objective of the static model computations is to estimate how the boiler steam production and turbine generator (further referenced to as TG) steam consumption differ during downswing occurrence. Overproduced steam at the first stage of downswing accumulates in boiler / steam pipelines and its amount determines the pressure peak. In our analyses we assumed the downswings (or more generally, fail states in electric consumption) as given in Fig. 1 (2 × 12.5 = 25 MW electric power demand reduction).

Fig. 1. A) Frequency of fault condition and their size, B) Type of downswings.

TG steam consumption to meet the pyrometallurgy unit power demand has been estimated by quasi-static method by means of the unit computational model created in the GateCycle software (General Electric, Boston, Massachusetts, USA). The GateCycle model has been verified and updated according to the boiler and TG provider data. It is out of the scope of the paper to describe the overall model of the plant simulated in the GateCycle. However, important are the resulted TG steam consumptions for the nominal power (2 × 100 MW electric) and for the downswing (2 × 12.5 = 25 MW electric power demand reduction) which are 290.5 t/h and 257.8 t/h respectively. These data served as input for the quasi-static analysis depicted in Fig. 2. The maximum power out recovery speed is 20 MW/min., i.e. it takes 75 s to recover from the 25 MW downswing. The curve of the TG steam consumption during the downswing is represented by the red colour and the rising trend can be determined by the equation y = 0.44 · t + 257.8. The ideal downswing correction is an instant load decrease to compensate accumulated steam, followed by an instant increase to normalize the nominal power. Reduction of the boiler steam production after downswing occurrence is however limited. Maximum boiler load change given by the boiler supplier is 8.5 t/h/min (i.e. the change in steam flow [t/h] per minute) both upwards and downwards. This restriction was considered in the quasi-static analysis and is depicted in Fig. 2 by the light blue colour. The decreasing trend can be determined by the equation y = −0.14 · t + 290.5.

There are several significant points on the high pressure steam (further as HP steam) production / consumption lines:
The pressure peak can be manually calculated using the
resulted accumulated amount of steam (0.26 t) which
needs to be distributed into the all steam components of
the boiler and pipelines (evaporator, drum, superheater,
pipeline to TG) and their corresponding parameters (steam
volume, averaged steam temperature, averaged pressure)
shown in Tab. 1. It was assumed that the pressure peak,
namely the pressure difference between the nominal
values (Tab. 2) and the pressure peaks are for each
component equal. The pressure difference and the
distributed accumulated steam were determined using the
numerical solver plugged in the MS Excel so that volume
of the steam is in each component constant. The RefProp
[1] for the steam thermodynamic properties was used. The
results are shown in Tab. 2.

TG steam consumption during downswing occurrence
determined by the GateCycle computations has been used
as an input to the Modelica model for the dynamic HP
steam pressure peak evaluation.

| Parameters of the Steam Inside the Boiler Parts and the
| Pipeline from the Boiler to the TG (Steam Volume, Averaged
| Steam Temperature, Averaged Pressure) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| V [m³] | T [°C] | p [MPa] |
| evaporator     | 8.1          | 342.2  | 15      |
| drum           | 13.2         | 342.2  | 15      |
| superheater    | 59.0         | 443.6  | 14.50   |
| pipeline       | 9.20         | 543.8  | 13.73   |

| The Resulted Pressure Difference and the Distributed
| Accumulated Steam of the Steam Inside the Boiler Parts and
| the Pipeline from the Boiler to the TG (Steam Volume,
| Averaged Steam Temperature, Averaged Pressure) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| dp [MPa] | dm [kg] |
| Evaporator      | 0.487          | 58               |
| Drum            | 0.487          | 67               |
| Superheater     | 0.487          | 120              |
| Pipeline        | 0.487          | 15               |

III. DESIGN OF A DYNAMIC MODEL IN THE CLARA LIBRARY

The performance of the boiler unit during downswing is
simulated with a dynamic model, developed in the
Modelica language within Dymola environment, using the
free ClaRa library.

A. Modelica

Modelica is a specialized object-oriented equation-
based language for physical modelling. It is designed for
simulation of complex multi-domain systems, e.g.,
systems containing mechanical, electrical, electronic,
hydraulic, thermal, control, electric power or process-
oriented subcomponents [2]. The Modelica language is
based on equations and thus, on the contrary to the block-
oriented languages (e.g. Simulink), the exact
computational strategy is left to the tool itself in the compilation phase. This approach allows us to combine components (predefined or custom-built) using connectors and leave the derivation of computation causality to the machines [3]. From the authors’ experience, this not only significantly saves time, but helps to avoid a number of mistakes and enables component reuse [4].

B. Dymola Environment

Several environments for the Modelica language exist. For current analysis, the Dymola (version 2015, Dassault Systemes, Paris, France) has been chosen for its compatibility with the ClaRa library.

C. ClaRa Library

To simplify the modelling process and to avoid development of components from scratch, a number of free as well as commercial Modelica libraries are available. For this study we used the ClaRa library [5] (Clasius-Rankine cycles), designed for modelling transient thermal behaviour of power plants and power systems [6]–[8]. The ClaRa was primarily developed for the water-steam cycle and the gas path of coal dust fired boilers and heat recovery steam generators which perfectly meets our needs.

D. Dynamic Model of the Boiler

The dynamic model of the boiler consists of the following basic components from the ClaRa library (Fig. 3):

- **Table** sets value time-course and thus it is used as an input to boundary components. The time-course values are obtained from the quasi-static model described in previous chapter.

- **Boundary conditions:**
  - mass flow inlet takes mass flow and enthalpy input,
  - pressure outlet takes pressure outlet input.

- **Pipe** is modelled by control volumes approach, the model considers:
  - dynamic energy balance for each control volume taking kinetic energy terms into account,
  - dynamic mass balance for each control volume,
  - dynamic momentum balance, reduced to the pressure terms coming from friction and geostatic effects,
  - heat transfer to the surrounding.

- **Wall** takes into account the energy storage of a steel pipe walls, neglecting heat conduction in longitudinal direction.

- **Drum** component considers:
  - dynamic mass conservation in the tank volume,
  - dynamic energy conservation in the tank volume, neglecting changes in kinetic energy,
  - pressure differences due to friction and geostatic pressure,
  - ideal, level-dependent phase separation.

- **Valve** models the pressure loss according to the opening characteristics.

The components are connected together using connectors, which enable the component design. In our model we utilize two types of connectors, the fluid connector (blue) and the thermal connector (red). They transport both non-flow (e.g. here the pressure and temperature respectively) and flow variables (mass flow rate and heat flow rate). The fluid connector in addition contains the fluid’s enthalpy.

The whole model is depicted in Fig. 4. This partial model was successfully tested for 25 MW downswing.

E. Validation of Model Parts and their Connection

All partial models, thermodynamic model of boiler, dynamic model of turbine and generator and logic and continuous model of IC are to be tested separately against known inputs and expected outputs.

IV. RESULTS

The HP steam pressure peak was evaluated by the Modelica dynamic model for the 25 MW downswing without integration of the control system (Fig. 4). The resulted pressure peak reaches 144.5 bar at 57 s (absolute pressure), i.e. 4.5 bar difference from the nominal value (Fig. 5). Since the opening pressure for safety valves at HP steam is set to 151 bar, this pressure course will not cause opening them. It takes around 220 s for the pressure to recover from the downswing.
It is important to simulate all possible stationary and transient states of the unit to check, that proposed solution IC structure for downswing do not affect other stationary and transient states. The height and the shape of this pressure peak might slightly change due to the influence of the control system which was not modelled yet. This is to be analysed in the future work.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The study demonstrates how to construct a dynamic model of the boiler in the ClaRa library. The results of the dynamic model are validated by the quasi-stationary analysis. This essential model proves, that the Modelica language together with the ClaRa library is capable of modelling complicated thermodynamic processes and greatly simplifies modelling of complex plants.

The future work would include integration of the described boiler model with turbine and IC systems. Such model would enable to test and optimize the IC systems performance on a dynamic virtual plant. The systems are already prepared (Fig. 6), but the validation has been postponed due to interruption of the whole power plant project for reasons unrelated to this paper’s topic.

Fig. 6. Integration of the turbine and generator models with the presented boiler model.
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